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RECENT
CASES
 Despite when a
claim against a
developer accrues, the statute of limitations on bringing it does not
start to run
until turnover.
However, in
this case a
challenge to a
developer’s
amendment
that removed
property from
the community
was still too
late.
 Claim that removal of ceiling drywall in
Owners' unit
was a material
modification of
the common
elements was
not ripe for
determination
until questions
of fact are
resolved.
THE INFORMATION GIVEN IS
SUMMARY IN NATURE, FOR
EDUCATIONAL
PURPOSES. IT IS
NOT INTENDED AS
SPECIFIC OR DETAILED LEGAL
ADVICE. ALWAYS
SEEK INDEPENDENT LEGAL COUNSEL FOR ADVICE
ON YOUR UNIQUE
SITUATION.
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There were a couple of additional
changes to laws that impact Florida community associations. These changes are
or shortly will become effective, so it is
appropriate to review them now.
The impact of HB 643 is already well-publicized in the
local and national media. It
amends the condominium
termination provisions of
Section 718.117, Fla. Stat. to
address the real hardship
imposed on people who do
not consent to termination of
their condominiums, but which are terminated nevertheless. The hardship is particularly pronounced when the condominium is the owner’s homestead and when
the price paid to purchase it is considerably more than what is being offered as
compensation for the termination. The bill
saves its most effective benefits for the
latter type of owners, by providing that
original buyers who have homestead protection and who are current in all charges
must be paid at least what they paid for
their units. These people must also be
offered the option to lease back their
units for a period of at least one year.
All other owners must be offered 100% of
fair market value as determined by an
appraisal. The appraisal process is controlled by a new “Termination Trustee.”
In addition, a vote of ten (10%) percent of
the members is sufficient to block a termination, and no voting rights may be suspended for this vote. Persons aggrieved

by this process may resort to arbitration
before the Division to challenge whether
the termination plan was properly approved, whether the proceeds have been
fairly apportioned between the unit owners, and whether all lien holders will be paid.
HB 87 was signed into law on
June 16, 2015 and becomes
effective on October 1st. It
revises—yet again—the provisions of Chapter 558, Fla.
Stat. This is the statute that
regulates presuit actions in
construction defect claims. Ostensibly,
the statute was supposed to encourage
presuit resolution of construction claims.
However, its real purpose is and has
been to provide contractors, engineers
and the like with as much information
about the claim as possible before they
can be sued.
The newest changes provide that the
claimant must provide a description of
the location of each defect based at least
on a visual inspection, and must also
produce all non-privileged discoverable
records and reports upon request, under
a threat of sanctions. Thus, these
changes set additional conditions on the
commencement of a suit while providing
potential defendants with lots of information about what is coming, including information that may be used to defend the
claims. Yet these changes represent a
hard-fought retreat from what the bill’s
sponsor originally proposed to do.
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RECENT CASE SUMMARIES

In Silver Shells Corporation vs. St. Maarteen at Silver Shells Condominium Association, Inc., 40 Fla. L. Weekly
D1496a (Fla. 1 st DCA, June 24, 2015) Association sued Developer to require Developer to turn over control of the master
association and to convey to the master association certain beach property. In 1998 Developer commenced development
of the resort pursuant to a master plan. The resort was to include six individual condominium towers, a clubhouse, and the
beach property. At the time of the suit, Developer had completed five of the six residential condominium buildings. The
remaining tower was under an active development order but construction had not yet begun. Each completed tower has its
own separate condominium association that administers and maintains the common elements. In May, 1999 Developer
recorded the restrictions creating the master association. The master association was to maintain the common amenities
of the resort. At turnover Developer was required to convey the resort's common properties to master association. The
master declaration defines "common properties" to include Lot 7A, which is the beach property (and does not include the
clubhouse). Turnover was to occur 90 days after 90% of all units owned by Developer and to be located on the property
were sold, or 20 years from the date of recording of the declaration, whichever occurred first. On December 4, 2000, Developer recorded an amendment to the master declaration designating all of the beach property as “clubhouse property”.
The effect of this amendment was to remove all of the beach property from the common properties that Developer was to
convey to master association upon turnover because, under the master declaration, ownership of the clubhouse property
is retained by Developer. On March 30, 2009, Association filed suit against Developer seeking among other things, a declaratory judgment concerning the ownership of the beach property. The complaint alleged that Developer was not authorized to remove the entire beach property from the resort’s common properties. The complaint also sought an order requiring Developer to convey the common properties to the master association and to require Developer to turn over control of
master association. Developer filed an answer and raised several affirmative defenses, including that Association’s claims
were barred by the statute of limitation. After a hearing on motions for summary judgment, the trial court granted Association’s motion for partial summary judgment and held that the restrictive covenants did not permit Developer to convey the
beach property and ordered Developer to turn over control of master association. Developer appealed. On appeal, Developer argued that Association's claims regarding the transfer of the beach property were barred by the statute of limitation
in that this claim was not brought within five years of the recording of the amendment. The appellate court agreed and
noted that the cause of action accrued on December 4, 2000 when the amendment was recorded. However, the statute of
limitation on this claim did not begin to run until December 31, 2002, when Developer turned over control of Association.
Therefore, Association had until December 21, 2007, to file its claim and it did not do so timely. As to turnover, the appellate court again reversed the trial court and held that the Developer’s obligation to turnover the master association was not
triggered until 90% of all units were sold, including the units in the unbuilt sixth condominium building.

In Andrews vs. Shipp’s Landing Condominium Association, Inc., 40 Fla. L. Weekly D1358a (Fla. 2d DCA, June 10,
2015) Association filed suit against Owners claiming that Owners removal of the ceiling drywall in Owners' unit was a material modification of the common elements. Owners commenced several modifications to their unit. They submitted vague
requests to Association for approval of the changes. Owners never specifically requested to remove the drywall from the
ceiling. During the renovations, Owners decided to remove the ceiling to create a “loft” type look, exposing the bare concrete beams. Association sought a summary judgment that the removal of the ceiling drywall was an impermissible material modification to the common elements. The trial court granted Association’s motion. On appeal, the Second District
Court of Appeal reversed the trial court. The appellate court found that there were several remaining disputed issues of
fact, including whether the drywall ceiling was part of the unit or part of the common elements and, assuming that the drywall ceiling was a common element, whether removal constituted a “material” alteration to the common elements.
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